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Arshilla Dube left her corporate job at a big firm in Zimbabwe and moved with her family to South Africa
to start a new life. She is pursuing an MBA in Managing International Organisations (MBA MIO) to make a
difference in other people’s lives. Here she shares her journey:

The MBA
is my third
programme
at USB.
So it just made
sense to me
to continue
with my
MBA journey
at USB.

I am originally from Zimbabwe but relocated to Gauteng, South Africa – a decision we made as a
family. I left my job at a big corporate and started doing freelance work when we moved here.
I studied computer science and I worked in the IT Advisory Department at my previous job. A few
years ago I completed a Postgraduate Diploma in Risk Management to combine my technical
background with something that will allow me to branch into business.
When I saw that USB has a stream in Managing International Organisations, I considered it because I
had to start fresh in a new country and I thought that this degree can set me apart from the rest. This
led me to apply for the MBA at USB.
Friends of mine who also completed their MBAs at USB told me that the Personal Leadership Journey
drastically transformed their lives for the better and I am already reaping the benefits of that journey –
and I am only one year into the MBA!
During my first year I had to learn how to interact and work together with a culturally diverse group
of highly ambitious individuals. The virtual classroom was also a learning curve because I was used to
the traditional way of physically sitting in a lecture room while listening to a lecturer. But the virtual
platform helped me to be more active in class and participate in discussions because you do not
want to be left behind – there is simply not enough time to play catch up!
Being a wife and mother to a 15-month-old baby while studying is a lot of work, but the Blended
Learning MBA gave me the opportunity to create balance in my family and professional life. The MBA
demands a lot from you but the way that it is structured allows me to hand in assignments on time
and attend class online every Wednesday. Also, I can see my son growing up.

The Blended Learning MBA gave me the
opportunity to create balance in my family
and professional life.
Highlights of the MBA so far include achieving high marks in a group assignment, especially because
working with a diverse group was a challenge at first. The Leadership Development Module also really
stood out for me. It breaks you down and then builds you up again. It removes all the walls in your
mind and helps you see possibilities.

“I am already reaping
the benefits of that
journey – and I am
only one year into
the MBA!”

During my second year I am looking forward to really understand the interconnectedness,
complexities and opportunities of a global landscape, which I believe will help me to effectively adapt
in a fast-changing environment.
My personal drive is that I want to impact lives, and what better way to learn how to impact lives from
a global perspective than from the guys doing it the best – the United Nations System Staff College. I
think it says a lot that such a huge organisation decided to partner with USB.
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Applying for the MBA has been one of the best decisions I have made with regard to my career. I
believe this degree is going to shape me into a better leader for Africa and the rest of the world.
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